Middle-ear development. V: Development of umbo sensitivity in the gerbil.
The development of the umbo response in the gerbil was studied in order to further elucidate the contribution of the middle ear to the development of auditory function. Laser interferometry was used to study the development of umbo velocity in Mongolian gerbils between 10 days after birth and maturity. Before 15 days after birth, immaturities in the middle ear prevented any reliable measures of middle-ear motion. However, between 15 and 20 days after birth, a 10 dB improvement in umbo velocity was noted in the low-frequency (0.5 to 2.0 kHz) region of the umbo response. This improvement in sensitivity was correlated to an increased admittance due to an expanding bulla volume. Interestingly, umbo velocity remained relatively constant in the mid- and high-frequency regions of the response curve between 15 and 42 days after birth. The umbo response in the adult gerbil was decidedly different when compared with the response at 42 days after birth. We speculate that a decrease in bulla volume along with increased ossicular mass contributed to the changes in the adult umbo response. When the maturation of the umbo response was compared with more central ontogenetic measures, it became apparent that structures more central to the middle ear continued to develop well past the time the middle ear was structurally and functionally mature.